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DESCRIBE THE PRESENT AND ORIGINAL (IF KNOWN) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE

The Overbeck House was built in the 1830 f s east of the West fork of the Whitewater River 
and one block south of the Old Cumberland Road (now U.S. 40) with the Old Milton State 
Road (now Meredith St.) along its west property line. The house fronts to the north 
on what is now East Church Street (originally platted as S. Front Street) and is so 
situated at the foot of Pearl Street that it is seen from the Old Cumberland Road. It 
is a three-bay off-center townhouse with voids and solids divided in thirds; a two- 
story gable of braced-frame construction with regular and balanced proportions. 
Originally a three room house of parlor, upstairs bedroom and large attached kitchen 
or keeping room, it was enlarged with a two-story wing to the rear, possibly about 1850. 
Three feet of the original bedroom were used to make a hall to the rear wing and to 
enlarge the landing at the top of the stairs into a small room. This added dividing 
wall between the hall and bedroom has no support beneath it; consequently the floor 
of the bedroom sags. A simple mantel over the bricked-in fireplace and a double 
doored closet with 20" wide poplar shelves are features of the bedroom.

The parlor has a 6 ! wide fireplace extending into the room with open bookcase beside 
it, and three windows with 9 panes over 6, most of the glass being old and wavy. The 
south wall of the parlor was removed, except for two supporting columns, and a new 
wall that includes double sliding doors was constructed across the old 17* x 20 T 
keeping room, providing a 13 ? x 17 ! dining room and a narrow 6* x 17 f library between 
the dining room and parlor. The library and dining room both have exterior doors from 
the east side porch and square west windows of 8 over 8 sashes. The floors are ash in 
the four downstairs rooms. Woodwork is painted poplar. Remnants of the old original 
keeping room fireplace may be seen in the crawl space and behind the present exterior 
chimney that was probably built when a furnance was installed. The studio at the 
rear has two unusual windows of 4 over 5 sashes flanking a conventional 6 over 6 
window. A shallow open fireplace with pot hook and shallow enclosed cupboards on either 
side are features of the studio. Narrow back stairs ascend from the studio into a 
hall along the east side of the bedrooms. There are 5 rooms, a bath, dressing room 
and 2 open porches upstairs.

The front stairway is open and features a simple cherry banister. It ascends from the 
entrance hall (which also has a solid door to the east porch). Most of the doors retain 
their original brass hardware and two of the exterior doors have large locks made by 
the Carpenter Company. The window sashes and original blinds or shutters are intact. 
There were probably open double porches to the east at one time, parts of which were 
enclosed after 1880 to provide a narrow downstairs kitchen, with bathroom and dressing 
room directly above. The roof was extended with wide overhangs and a stoop to restore 
the house to its original Federal appearance. The building has been entirely reroofed. 
The poplar weatherboarding, window glass and plaster all need repair in places. The 
chimneys have been pointed and sills are to be jacked to level floors. New plumbing, 
wiring and heating are planned to make a family residence. The 17' x 31" basement has 
a cement floor, much natural light and egress into a shed built on the rear of the 
house with shingle design stamped metal roof and cement floor is in fair condition. 
The Overbeck kiln has been returned to its place in the kiln house. A one-car garage 
is the only other outbuilding. The 3/4 acre of group has trees and plans of many 
varities.
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

One of the early homes in East Cambridge, the Overbeck House is an intact typicaX home 
of the 1830-40 f s era, canal boom house. This Federal style townhouse has a Greek 
Revival entrance, the detail of which is in an 1832 builder's guide written by Asher 
Benjamin of Boston and described by him as a "Venetian entrance". Its builder, Ira 
Lackey, constructed several homes in the town and was a signer of the town plat drawn 
in 1836. Mr. Lackey opened the first store in East Cambridge in 1835, or earlier 
('33 or *34). In 1859 Lackey's widow sold the property to Elisha Cockefair, a woolen 
mill operator of Union County, who opened a mill in East Cambridge. The property 
was purchased by John Overbeck in 1882, who brought his family of six daughters and 
one som to town after farming in Jackson Township for 15 years. The property was 
owned by the family for over 80 years, not being sold until 1965.

After their parents' deaths, four of the sisters, Margaret, Elizabeth, Hannah and Mary 
Frances, started an art pottery in the home about 1911 and it continued for over 
40 years until 1955. Margaret was an art teacher at DePauw University, They used the 
name Overbeck Pottery, taken from the original German name of their ancestors, "Von 
Overbeck". Their monogram uses a cipher of the letters OBK. A basement room was 
used as the workshop and classes were conducted there. A cupboard lined with t£n, 
used to store the greenware pieces, is located under the studio fireplace. One of the 
sisters was an invalid and a simple lift was constructed to move her between floors. 
The apparatus remains in its location in the upstairs dressing room.

The sisters did all the pottery work, even making their small hand tools. Their early 
pieces were mostly functional; vases, bowls, tea sets, candlesticks and tile. They also 
fashioned small figurines of humans, animals and birds. They worked with metal, wood, 
fabric, water colors and oil. Examples of all their work may be seen in the local 
public library. There was no mass production,for original design was emphasized in 
their handmade products of simple and classic lines. Overbeck Pottery is famous for 
its lovely, soft colors and distinctive glazes, the formulas for which were never 
revealed. For many years OBK pieces were granted first awards in state and national 
shows and were exhibited in most major cities and in Paris. Hundreds of visitors 
from around the nation called at the home and signed guest books, beginning in 1920. 
A book about the Overbecks and their pottery is being written by Dr. Kathleen Postle 
of Earlhman College, Richmond, Indiana, who has indexed and photographed over 1,500 
pieces,
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